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SUMMARY
Effect of obstructions on an unconfined ceiling jet induced by a fire plume has been investigated
using small-scale experimental simulations. Parallel beams placed on a ceiling with the ceiling
height varied between 0.76 to 1.28 m resulted in a range of beam depth to ceiling height ratio
of 0.048 to 0.19. The non-dimensional fire size ranged from 0.003 to 0.027, corresponding to a
fire size range of 450 kW to 1160 kW for a 3.5 m ceiling. The results show that the ceiling jet
velocity and temperature beyond the obstruction, when normalized by the smooth ceiling jet
correlation, can be characterized as a simple function of the ratio of obstruction depth to the
ceiling height. The data shows a nearly 80% reduction in the velocity and temperature of the
ceiling jet flowing over an obstruction, when compared with the smooth unconfined case, for a
beam depth equal to approximately 15% of the fire to ceiling height. It is also shown that a nearly
corridor flow condition is attained when the obstruction approaches about 20% of the fire to
ceiling height. These drastic changes in the ceiling jet temperature and velocity can result in
delayed fire detection when a heat detector is present outside the primary bay.

I NTRODUCTION
This paper addresses those beamed
configurations where:

Ceilings with obstructions or beams can be
found in buildings of many occupancies.
Obstructions may consist of wood or steel
beams, or surface mounted light fixtures,
protruding as little as 10 cm (4 inches)
below the ceiling. In each of these cases, the
ceiling obstruction affects the ceiling jet
characteristics and can alter heat detector
and automatic sprinkler response. For the
remainder of this paper, when heat detector response is stated, it is intended to
include automatic sprinkler response as well.

ceiling

ceiling obstructions are supported
by &dquo;carrying girders&dquo; at a span, S. This creThe

1.

configuration of an obstructed ceiling. The
beam span, depth, spacing, all cause variations
in the ceiling configuration. In addition,

channel which does not restrict the
flow of the ceiling jet in the direction parallel to the ceiling obstructions.
2.
The beam half-span, Ib, is greater than
the plume impingement region, Ib > 0.2H, where
H is the ceiling height.
Devices may be located under the
3.
first beam or beyond an obstruction along a
line perpendicular to the primary channel
(bay) containing the fire source.
4.
The fire plume impinges on the ceiling at the center line of the primary bay.

the relative location of the fire source with
respect to the detector location affects both
the ceiling jet temperature and velocity.

discussed above.

There

are

ates

many variables which define the
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some

of these conditions

Motivation for the Beamed

Ceiling Study

The building which inspired this study consisted of a manufacturing facility, covering
an area of 2150 m2 (20,000 sq. ft.). Figure
2 ahows the building construction type abd
dimensions of the ceiling obstructions. An
automatic sprinkler system was to be designed for this building, and a concern for
the sprinkler spacing arose.
The beam spacing, ceiling height, and beam
depth are shown in Figure 2, and are 1.52,
m [5 ft.], 3.5 m [11.5 ft.] and 0.406 m [1.3
ft.], respectively. An important aspect of
the construction was the supporting beams
located 7.62 m [25 ft.] apart. These supporting beams, as seen in the diagram, were
located below the beams which supported
the floor above. This configuration conforms
to the definition of carrying girders previously described.
The most
stall was

Figure 1 Beamed ceiling
applicable to this work
-

and heat detector

practical sprinkler spacing to ina sprinkler in every other bay,
in
resulting 3.048 m [10 ft.] from sprinkler
to sprinkler, and 3.81 m [12.5 ft.] between
sprinkler branch lines. This arrangement
conforms to the current requirements of
NFPA 13, however, a serious concern arose.
A possible scenario could involve afire originating in the center of a bay, where sprinklers
were only present in the adjacent bays. No
means of predicting the delay in sprinkler

positions

Figure 2 - Schematic of a particular beamed ceiling
arrangement simulated

in this work
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response was possible for this scenario. If
the two beams which formed the primary
bay were deep enough to substantially con-

jet. Under this condition, the ceiling jet will
exhibit characteristics associated with both
the smooth unconfined ceiling, and corridor
flow. As a result, the parameters discussed
for the smooth unconfined ceiling, r/H and
Q’, will also be important in the analysis of
beamed ceiling jet flow.

tain the

ceiling jet in the primary channel,
ceiling jet flow similar to corridor flow
would result. Substantial delays in sprina

kler response would then occur until a much
larger fire could activate the sprinklers.
Several studies have previously been conducted to assess the effect of ceiling obstructions on ceiling jet flow and heat detector response 1,2,3. However, those studies did
not utilize temperature profile or velocity
profile data and do not provide specific detail
with regards to flow over individual ceiling
obstructions.

THEORY
The Fire Plume and

vs.

Beamed

Ceiling

Jet

The fire plume at H4 the ceiling impingement point is defined by the characteristic

plume velocity, Vp, density defect, gapp /p_,
and the length scale. These parameters can
be used in a dimensional analysis to characterize the ceiling jet velocity and temperature as a function of radial position,
r/H, for the smooth unconfined ceiling.

This paper provides the first temperature
and velocity measurements of the ceiling jet
as a function of beam depth.

Smooth

Ceiling

Provided that: a) the plume impinges upon
the ceiling at the center line of a bay and b)
the beam spacing, lb, is greater than 0.2H.
It can be assumed that the fire plume at the
impingement point is unaffected by the
beams.’ The ceiling jet flow field at any

Jet Flow

Extensive studies have been conducted which
provide a characterization for the smooth
unconfined ceiling jet. Research by Alpert4,
Heskestad and Delichatsios5, and Moteval li6

given position for the beamed ceiling can be
determined by the ceiling configuration and
the state of the fire plume at the point of
impingement on the ceiling 4

have provided theory and correlations which
allow characterization of the fire induced
ceiling jet under a smooth unconfined ceiling. Although additional research has been
conducted by other investigators, the results
of these studies are sufficient for the intent
of this discussion.

jet.

Previous studies of cold flows suggest that
the flow characteristics beyond an obstruction are dependent on the upstream flow
field properties and the obstruction height,
d.7 Although obstruction width does affect
the recirculation zone under and beyond an
obstruction, it is not expected to play a
substantial role in determining the average
velocity or average temperature of the ceiling jet beyond the obstruction.

Under beamed ceilings, the flow cannot
immediately be classified as axisymmetric
or two-directional without concern for the
beam depth and spacing. As the beam depth
increases, the ceiling jet flow is transformed
into a two-directional flow. However, between the smooth unconfined ceiling and
corridor flow lies the partially confined ceiling

The upstream flow properties of the beamed
ceiling jet (prior to encountering the beam)
are assumed to be the same as those of the
smooth ceilings This assumes that the ceiling jet flow before it encounters the beam is
not appreciably affected by the obstruction.
The smooth ceiling jet temperature and velocity
correlations are utilized to determine the

In each of these studies, correlations have
been developed which offer a functional
relationship between the radial position, r,
the ceiling height, H, the fire size, Q, and
the temperature and velocity of the ceiling
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Equation 6, and density defect, Equation

upstream flow field. This study investigated
two specific regions, 1) directly under the
beam, r= lb, and 2) at two obstruction depths
beyond the beam, r= lb + 2d. Normalizing the

7.

data obtained at these two locations by the
smooth ceiling correlations provided a simple
correlation for both temperature and velocity of the ceiling jet as a function of the ratio
of the obstruction depth to the ceilingheight.

Dimensional

1 and 2, there are 6
dimensional variables which describe the
ceiling jet flow at a single location beyond
an obstruction. For example, the velocity,
V, is described by 5 variables. These variables are described by two dimensions; length,
[L], and time, [t]. Using Buckingham Pi
Theorem’, dimensional groupings similar
to those already utilized in ceiling jet and
plume theory are obtained and presented in
Equations 8-11.

According to Equations

Analysis

The ceiling jet flow properties under the
obstructed ceiling, at an angle of a =0 (see
Figure 1), can be described by the functional
relations shown in Equations 1 and 2.

The dimensional analysis of both the smooth
ceiling jet and the obstructed ceiling jet
assumes the flow is turbulent, buoyancy
driven, and no chemical reaction takes place4.
Conservation of momentum, as defined in
Equation 3, can be integrated to obtain the
relation in Equation 48.

The conservation of energy input,
plume, results in Equation 58.

Q,

However, according to Equation 4 the Richardson
number is a constant, and is found in the
second pi group, TI2. Therefore, the ceiling
jet velocity at a single location beyond the
beam has the functional relationship as defined
below:

to the

6 and 12, a single
expression for the functional relationship of

Considering Equations
5, results in
Combining Equations
relations for the characteristic velocity,
4 and

the
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velocity

of the

ceiling jet beyond

the

beam (for a =0) is shown in Equation 13.
As the dimensional analysis showed, the
temperature and velocity beyond an obstruction
are characterized by:
.

Temperature beyond the beam:

In the same manner, a dimensional analysis
for the temperature of the ceiling jet is
possible. The dimensional analysis results
in Equation 14 which describes the density
defect as a function of three dimensionless
groupings. The temperature of the ceiling
jet is directly proportional to the density
defect via the ideal gas law.

Velocity beyond the beam:

Equation 18 defines the non-dimensional
maximum temperature which incorporates
the beam depth. This quantity represents
the fraction of the smooth ceiling temperature reached at 2d beyond the beam within
the secondary channel and a =0° with a beam
of depth d.

Obstructed vs. Smooth
Ceiling Jet Characteristics
Previous researchlo has resulted in characterization of the ceiling jet by development
of correlations for velocity and temperature
based on Equations 13 and 14 for the smooth
ceiling, i.e. d/H = 0. It is desired to model

study, conducted by Delichatsiosl, of the
obstructed ceiling jet within the primary
bay suggests that the beam configuration
geometrically affects the ceiling jet characteristics. As a result of the common dependency of the ceiling jet temperature on both
r/H and Q* at a =0, the normalized and nondimensional maximum temperature, 0.1beyond a single obstruction, is postulated to
be solely a function of d/H, as seen in EquaA

the

ceiling jet characteristics for a beamed
ceiling explicitly as a function of the beam
depth to height ratio, d/H. The ceiling jet for
the smooth unconfined ceiling can be characterized as a function of r/H, the distance
below the ceiling, z, and the non-dimensional fire size, Q°, where~°:

Assuming the obstructed ceiling jet has

tion 19.

In an identical fashion, three additional
normalized and non-dimensional parameters
are defined. Equations 20 through 22 show
these parameters for average temperature,
maximum velocity, and average velocity.

a

functionality similar to that of the unobstructed smooth ceiling and the upstream
flow field properties can be described by the
smooth ceiling correlations, the temperature and velocity of the obstructed ceiling
jet are solely a function of d/H since 1,/H is
already included in r/H. By defining nondimensional ratios of the smooth and obstructed ceiling jet, the direct effect of d/H
may be determined. The affect of fire size,
and beam position, Ib, are implicitly included
in the non-dimensional variables.
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At d/H = 1.0 (i.e. corridor flow conditions),
each of the non-dimensional parameters must
equal zero. If the beam depth is equal to the
ceiling height, it is not possible for the ceiling
jet to proceed beneath the &dquo;beam&dquo;. Recalling
Delichatsios’ work, he claimed that each
non-dimensional variable equals zero at d/

The average ceiling jet parameters, for this
study, are defined as the average obtained
over two Gaussian widths of the parameter
profile. A Gaussian width, 1~ , is defined as
the distance below the ceiling where the
ceiling jet property (n) normalized by the
maximum ceilingjet value is equal to e-1. For
example, the average temperature of the
ceilingjet is equal to thetemperature integrated
from z = 0 to z 2iT. The correlations of Motevalli
and Marksl° were utilized to provide the
smooth ceiling jet temperature and velocity
distributions.

H=0.2.4

This paper focuses on the intermediate ranges
of d/H (0.05 to 0.24) to determine its affect
each of the non-dimensional variables,
and to provide some insight on the effect of
beam size and spacing on ceiling jet flow for
the analysis of heat detectors.
on

=

Location of Temperature and Velocity
Measurements Beyond an Obstruction

Experl mental Parameters

To obtain a fundamental understanding of
the restriction of ceiling jet flow as a result
of a ceiling obstruction, it was decided to
place the ceiling jet probe as close to the
obstruction as possible. It was experimentally determined (as has been shown for

To verify that the non-dimensional 0 parameters
are fundamentally correct, it is necessary to

experimentally verify that:
*

Each non-dimensional parameter is
of r/H.

independent
*

*

isothermal flows7) that the flow recirculation
region occurs within two beam depths beyond
the obstruction and velocity measurements
were possible at this location. Therefore, all
temperature and velocity measurements beyond

Each non-dimensional parameter is
independent of Q*.

Each non-dimensional parameter is
of i,/H.

independent
*

Determine functional

each parameter

on

dependence

the obstruction were made at two obstruction depths, 2d, beyond the obstruction.

of

d/H.

Simplification of the ceiling configuration
by eliminating multiple obstructions was
intended to provide detailed data regarding
ceiling jet flow beyond a single obstruction.

This paper contains an experimental investigation of the dependence of each non-dimensional parameter on d/H. A wide range of
beam spacings, beam depths, and fire sizes
have been tested to investigate this depen-

This information is necessary as the first
step in characterizing ceiling jet flow under
multiple obstructions.

dency.

Boundary Conditions
This arrangement does not directly model
ceilings with multiple obstructions. Further
analysis and experimental data is needed
for multiple beam spacings. However, the
temperature data beyond an obstruction can
be assumed to be conservatively higher than
similar arrangements with multiple beam
spacings. This can be directly attributed to
the subsequent restriction of the ceiling jet
by additional obstructions.

It is useful to point out two important boundary
conditions which are expected to be main-

tained.
At d/H

0, each non-dimensional paramequal one. This condition must
hold by definition of each parameter. In this
=

eter must

case, the beamed ceiling is
unconfined ceiling.

actually a smooth
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.

EXPERIMENTS

The ceiling consisted of 15.875 mm (5/8 in.)
USG Firecode Type X gypsum board attached
to 2x4 wood joist. The back side of the ceiling was insulated with 8.9 cm (3.5 in.) of
Owens-Corning fiberglass insulation.

The extensive

testing included both flow
visualization and measurement of ceiling
jet temperature and velocity. The apparatus used for simulating the unconfined beamed

ceiling configuration consisted of an insulated ceiling, a premixed methane-air burner,
a Cross Correlation Velocimetry probe and
data acquisition system. Figure 3 shows the

Fire Source
To obtain accurate quantification of the fire
size, a premixed methane fire was utilized
where the mass flow rate of the fuel was
measured accurately and the radiative fraction of the premixed flame was assumed to
be very small. Bottled methane in CP grade,
99.0% CH 4 and Technical grade, 97.0% CH47
were used as fuel.

schematic of the apparatus.

Ceiling
The
48

ceiling and

mm

floor

were

mounted

on

four

(1.5 in.) steel Schedule #40 pipe

columns at each corner of the apparatus.
Both the floor and ceiling were attached to
the columns with U bolts. The ceiling was
rigidly fixed to the columns. The floor was
adjustable so that the ceiling height could
be varied between 0 and 1.5 m.
The floor

Ceiling

Jet Measurements

Ceiling jet temperature measurements were
obtained with a thermocouple probe consisting of (18) E-Type (chromel-constantan)
thermocouples with a wire diameter of 0.025
mm (0.001 in.) During the experiments, the
probe was positioned under the beam and at
2d beyond the beam. Upon detection of a 5°C
temperature rise, the data acquisition was

constructed of 12.7 mm (0.5
on 2x4 wood joists. The
center of the floor contained a trap door
which permitted access to the burner. The
burner was located in the center of the ceilwas

in.) particle board

triggered automatically.

ing apparatus.
Cross Correlation Velocimetry (CCV) was
utilized to measure the velocity and temperature of the ceiling jet simultaneously.
This method has been extensively discussed
and validated by Motevalli et al.ll. Six

thermocouple pairs, separated by a distance,
st, were used to obtain velocity data at several points beneath the ceiling. Each thermocouple pair was used to obtain a single
point measurement of the ceiling jet velocity and temperature. The additional 6 thermocouples were used to provide more details
for the temperature profile during the transient heating of the ceiling when only temperature measurements
Koslowskil2 for details).

were

made (see

Experimental Range
previously, this study attempts to
quantify the ceiling jet velocity and temperature as a function of d/H, Q’, and 1,,/H.
Table 1 displays a summary of the imporAs stated

Figure 3

- Schematic of the

experimental apparatus
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tant variables examined in each

experiment.

ceiling jet temperature and velocity in the
primary channel were measured. Data have
also been collected during the ceiling heat-up
(transient) period for each of the experimentsl2. The primary channel measurements,
transient data and measurements under the
beam will be presented in later papers.

RESULTS
Flow Visualization
Flow visualization experiments for several
ceiling configurations were conducted to obtain
some qualitative understanding of the ceiling jet behavior when obstructed by beams.
The visualization would also aid in the planning
of experiments and determining the measurement locations. For example, the CCV
technique would not be valid in a flow recirculation region and such regions of the flow
had to be identified. In addition, it was
desirable to determine the beam depth at
which nearly corridor type flow resulted.

using propylene glycol
employed. Smoke was introduced into
ceiling jet as non-intrusively as pos-

A smoke generator
was

the
sible. Visualization of the smoke flow in the
absence of a fire source indicated a limited
effect of the smoke jet on the ceiling jet.

Figures 4(a,b) and 5(a,b) show representaceiling jet flows past an obstruction.
The fire source is located on the right side
of the ceiling obstruction. The smoke injector probe is visible within the primary bay.
tive

spacing was larger than the
plume impingement area, the fire plume
impinged on the ceiling within the primary
bay and proceeded axisymmetrically from
the fire source. Upon encountering the beam,
the ceiling jet flow was redirected parallel
to the beam, and a portion of the gas proSince the beam

The intent of the experiment selection was
to choose a large range of Q., d/H, and the
effect of beam spacing, 1,,,/H. In experiments
2 through 18, data was collected under the
beam and at 2d beyond the beam in the
secondary channel. Experiments 1, 19, and
20 are baseline tests which involve smooth
ceilings. In experiments 21 through 28, the

ceeded under the beam.
Within the primary bay, perpendicular to
the beam, a flow recirculating region occurred within one beam depth upstream of
the obstruction. This can be clearly seen in
104

Figure 4. This flow recirculation region developed
cases where ceiling obstructions were

tions, see Table 1). Despite the variation in
both fire size, beam spacing, ceiling height,
and beam depth, the non-dimensional maximum temperature appears to be a function
of the dimensionless parameter d/H. A large
variation of 1,, / H was not achieved in the
experiments (see Table 1), however, it is
postulated that by imposing the limitation
of plume impingement within the primary
bay and a larger variation in r/H (=[ 1,,+2d]/
H), that the dependence of all 0 parameters
on d/H alone is acceptable.

in all

present.
As the flow approached the beam, it was
redirected downward, as seen in Figure 4
and 5. If the ceiling jet was not completely
restricted by the beam, a portion of the
ceiling jet flow proceeded under the beam
and into the secondary channel. As this flow
proceeded beneath the beam, a second recirculating region developed directly under the
beam.
Despite the downward flow and recirculating region beneath the beam, attempts to
obtain velocity measurements were made at
this location to quantify the flow rate of
gases which proceeded under the beam. Although the CCV technique is not reliable for
recirculation regions, it was possible to obtain
some velocity measurements under the beam
by careful positioning of the CCV probe.

to fall into two regions of interest
Figure 6. At the smallest beam depth
studied, d/H = 0.048, the non-dimensional

Data

seem

in

The ceiling jet flow which continued beyond
the beam was redirected upward as a result
of the gas buoyancy. Subsequently, a third
recirculating region developed beyond the
beam. The flow is reattached beyond 2 beam
depths downstream of the ceiling obstruction.

. Thus, the velocity and temperature

mea-

surements within the secondary bay were
all obtained at 2d beyond the beam where
the flow was well-defined and the recircu-

lation regions could be avoided.

Non-dimensional Maximum Temperature
beyond an Obstruction
The non-dimensional maximum temperature
at 2d beyond the beam within the secondary
bay was obtained by normalizing the maximum steady state temperature at 2d beyond
the beam, AT..,,,, with the smooth ceiling
maximum temperature correlation of
Motevalli and Marksl° according to Equation 18. The normalized value, 8Tmu.’ as a
function of d/H, is plotted in Figure 6. The
data encompasses a wide range of non-dimensional fire sizes, beam spacings, Ib /H,
and d/H (a total of 18 different test condi-

Figure 4 - Ceiling jet flow visualization, Effect of heat release
rate on flow characteristics. In Figure 4a, fire size 5 kW,
Q* 0.00597, and d/H 0.06751. In Figure 4b, fire size
=

10
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kW, Q*

=

=

=

=

0.01139, and d/H

=

0.06751

maximum temperature is equal to 0.70. Therefore, a 30% reduction in the maximum temperature compared to the smooth ceiling

when the beam depth reaches
only
ceiling height. The nondimensional temperature within the region
of 0.05 < d/H < 0.16 seems to be a linear
function of d/H described by Equation 23.
case occurs

4.8% of the

The linear regression analysis indicates
that the linear function fits the data well,
with a correlation coefficient of 0.88. The
majority of the temperature reduction occurs
beyond the beam occurs over this range of
d/H.
At d/H

equal to 0.16, the maximum temperature beyond the beam is reduced to 29.4%
of that of the smooth ceiling.

points for the maximum temcollected at beam depth to
ratios
height
greater than 0.16. However, at
beam depths greater than this value, the
non-dimensional temperature curve changes
slope. According to a linear regression of
the data, the maximum temperature for 0.16
<
d/H < 0.24 can be described by Equation
Fewer data

perature

Figure 5 - Ceiling jet flow visualization, Effect of beam depth
variation on flow characteristics for a constant fire size. In
Figure 5a, fire size 5 kW, Q* 0.00597, and d/H 0.15077.
In Figure 5b, fire size
5 kW, Q* = 0.00597, and d/H
0.19312.
=

=

=

=

Figure

6- Effect of beam depth variation

24.

=

on

were

non-dimensional maximum
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ceiling jet temperature within the secondary bay

Once again, the non-dimensional average
temperature of the ceiling jet appears to be
a function of d/H. This is consistent with the
dimensional analysis.
23 and 24, and
evident that the
crucial range of d/H lies between 0.04 and
0.16. This range results in the largest reductions in temperature for a minimal increase in d/H, as seen from the slope of
Equation 23.

By comparing Equations
examining Figure 6, it is

Non-dimensional Average
beyond an Obstruction
In

a

The results indicate that
tion

occurs

a

similar reduc-

for both the maximum and

aver-

age temperature of the ceiling jet beyond
an obstruction. However, based on the slope
of the curves in Figures 6 and 7, the average
temperature decreases more rapidly than
the maximum temperature.

Temperature
Non-dimensional Average
beyond an Obstruction

Velocity

similar fashion, the non-dimensional

average temperature of the ceiling jet, as
defined in Equation 20 has been calculated
for each test. Figure 7 shows the non-dimensional average temperature as a function of
d/H. This figure shows that the average
ceiling jet temperature beyond the beam
follows a similar trend to that of the nondimensional maximum temperature. Equations 25 and 26 describe the two linear fit
to the data regions contained within;

Due to the coarse spacing of the CCV sensors, the maximum velocity was not identified and only the average velocity is considered here. The non-dimensional average velocity
of the ceiling jet at 2d beyond the beam, as
defined in Equation 22, has been calculated
for each experiment. Figure 8 shows the
non-dimensional average velocity as a function of d/H. Equations 27 and 28 describe
the two linear regions contained within this

figure.

Figure 8 - Effect of beam depth variation on non-dimensional
ceiling jet velocity (numerical integration of data
points over the ceiling jet thickness) within the secondary
bay

Figure 7 - Effect of beam depth variation on non-dimensional
average ceiling jet temperature (numerical integration of
data points over the ceiling jet thickness) within the secondary

average

bay
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Difficulties associated with velocity measurements can account for data scatter. However,
the results follows a similar trend to that of
the non-dimensional average and maximum

From Figures 9 and 10 it is clear that the
maximum temperature decreases as the beam
depth is increased. Several other important
trends can be seen in these figures.

temperature.

Temperature

Profiles

beyond

depth to height ratio, d/H,
approaches 0.114, the temperature profile seems to undergo a transition and
reduction in magnitude. For a beam depth
of approximately 10% of the ceiling height,
a 50% reduction compared to the maximum temperature of the unconfined ceiling
jet is observed.

2.

For d/H < 0.1, the ceiling jet thermal
thickness seems to be increased compared to the smoothed ceiling case due
to the presence of the beam. However,
for larger d/H values, the ceiling obstruction prevents most of the jet to flow
into the secondary bay, thus a reduced
thickness is observed. The obstruction
causes increased mixing due to the large
vortices generated from the trailing edge
of the beam, thus resulting in a ceiling
jet with smaller temperature gradient
than the unconfined temperature profile.

Obstruction.
It is expected that the ceiling obstruction
would reduce the temperature of the ceiling
jet beyond the beam as a result of flow
restriction, possible increase in the air entrainment rate, and heat loss to the beam.

Figures 9 and 10 show the ceiling jet temperature profiles at two beam depths beyond a ceiling obstruction for two different
heat release rates, same beam span and
increasing beam depth. The solid line represents the smooth ceiling temperature profile,
calculated using Motevalli’s correlationss. Each
of the subsequent parameters represents
increasing d/H. The ordinate represents the
non-dimensional temperature of the ceiling
jet normalized with respect to the nondimensionalized maximum ceiling jet temperature at a given radial position. The
nondimensional temperature is defined by:

As the beam

1.
an

It is important to note that the temperature
and velocity of the ceiling jet are not steady

Figure 9 - Comparison of the ceiling jet temperature profiles
secondary bay to the smoothed unconfined con-

within the
dition. 0’

=

0.0094.

1 b/H

=

Figure 10- Comparison of the ceiling jet temperature profiles
within the secondary bay to the smoothed unconfined condition. Q* 0.0180. 1~/H = 0.4993.

0.4993.

=
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and

large

fluctuations

occur

due to

By modifying the solution procedure of
DETACT-QS, the minimum heat release rate
for sprinkler actuation can be determined.
DETACT-QS utilizes Alpert’s equations for
the maximum ceiling jet temperature and
velocity for the axisymmetric smooth ceiling jet. Multiplying the maximum smooth
ceilingjet temperature and velocity by (}Tmø..2d
and (}vmø..2d from Figures 6 and 7 results in
the ceiling jet temperature and velocity at
the detector beyond the ceiling obstruction.
The remainder of the heat transfer analysis

large

eddy structures. For this reason, the reported
temperatures represent an average of several data sets. Data for these experiments
has been reported in detail by Koslowski 12.
The experimental data indicates that the
largest beam depth, d/H=0.24, produces the
greatest scatter in experimental data. The
scatter are not as prevalent for smaller beam

depths.

is identical to the smooth unconfined ceiling
of DETACT-

EXAMPLE OF A BEAMED CEILING
HEAT DETECTION PROBLEM

jet heat detector calculations
QS13.

Recalling the example building in Figure 2,
both the ceiling jet temperature and velocity of the ceiling jet can now be estimated
at locations along the line of action from the

Figure 11 represents the minimum fire size
required to operate a sprinkler under a smooth
and under various beamed ceilings.
For this example, d/H = 0.116, it can be seen
that the minimum fire size required for detector actuation is 1147 kW, or approximately four times that required if the ceiling was smooth and unconfined.

ceiling

fire source perpendicular to the beam span
(i.e. a =0) and beyond the obstruction. Since
both the ceiling jet temperature and velocity are known, heat detector calculations
can be performed. It is important to note
that this is not a worst case scenario since
the heat detector is assumed to be located
along the axis from the fire source with

The delay in sprinkler actuation threatens
the sprinkler system reliability. The ability
to quantify the delay in actuation time allows a firesafety analysis to determine if

a=0.

Figure 11- Effect of beam depth on the minimum fire size
size calculated using a modified DETACT model.

required for heat detector actuation.
109-

Beamed

ceiling example, fire

the minimum heat release rate required for
sprinkler operation exceeds a design threshold
fire size.

a =0, outside of any beam recircula-

bay,

at

tion

region.

The results indicate that

CONCLUSION
The effect of beams and ceiling obstructions
on ceiling jet characteristics has been shown
to be a strong function of the ratio of beam
depth to ceiling height, d/H. The smallest
beam depth tested experimentally resulted
in a d/H = 0.048. Even at the smallest beam
depth, the ceiling jet flow is significantly
affected by the presence of the beams. Therefore,
a ceiling configuration with a small obstruction, such as a beam or light fixture, will
alter the smooth ceiling jet characteristics.
The effect of the beam

depth to ceilingheight
ratio, d/H, on ceiling jet flow has been investigated experimentally, based on a dimen-

analysis. The data and results of this
study apply to those cases where the following restrictions are met:
sional

1.

2.

3.
4.

The beam span is connected to a &dquo;carrying-type&dquo; girder such that no flow restriction occurs in the direction parallel
to the beams.
The non-dimensional data in the secondary bay apply only to locations along the
axis from the fire source perpendicular
to the beam span.
Multiple beam spans are not considered.

The beam spacing, 1,, must be greater
than the plume impingement area so
that the ceiling jet flow does not proceed
directly into the secondary bay. The
plume impingement radius is approximately 0.15 H to 0.20 H.

ceiling jet temgreatly af-

perature and velocity
fected between 0 < d/H < 0.12. Within this
range, the ceiling jet is shown to have substantial decreases in temperature in the
secondary bay, while having substantial increases in temperature in the primary bay.
Subsequent variations in the ceiling jet
temperature and velocity are less dramatic
for beam depth to ceiling height ratios greater
than 0.12.
are

most

complexity of the beamed ceiling geometry makes generalization of the ceiling jet
temperature and velocity data to heat de-

The

tector response difficult. However, the approach presented in NFPA 72E standard
can be easily extended to include ceilings

with obstructions using the correlations
in this paper, within the stated
limitations, along with the detector characteristics, room geometry, and the concept of
a threshold fire size, Qd .

presented

The complications of the beamed ceiling restricts
the applicability of the data to a limited
number of ceiling configurations. Future studies
which investigate the beamed ceiling are
required for multiple beam spacings, and at
positions which are not along the axis from
the fire source perpendicular to the beam in
the secondary bay. In addition, the primary
bay temperature data requires subsequent
analysis to further investigate the dependency of the ceiling jet temperature and
velocity within the primary bay on beam
depth since limited testing of this topic was
conducted in this work.
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